Stat Can Data Tables
Publicly accessible interactive data tables (formerly known as "CANSIM tables") from Statistics Canada available for various topics.

Access these:

- By using Stats Can's [Data search](#) (click on "Tables").
- From data associated with specific [Stats Can surveys](#).
- By searching in [CANSIM@CHASS](#).
- By exploring subjects in [Stat Can's subjects browse](#).

When looking at a data tables on Stats Can's website, be sure to:

- Click on "Add/Remove data" to see more options and change where variables are displayed.
- Keep track of the table numbers (just in case).
- Look at the notes added to the table titles to see if earlier or more recent versions of the table exist.
• Click on "Add/Remove" data (if available) to reveal additional fields/variables and to change where variables are displayed (rows or columns).
• Keep track of the table numbers (just in case).
• Look at the notes added to the table titles to see if earlier or more recent versions of the table exist.
• Click on "Download" and choose between the table as displayed, or all the data.
Browse data tables by topic in Stat Can's data search: when you want to browse a lot of tables simultaneously on your topic. Click on a broad subject on the left side of the page or do a keyword search. You can also select a specific level of geography. Click on the “Tables” tab when finished.

Find data tables from the "related products" page of a Stats Can survey: when you are aware of a relevant survey for your topic and wish to see the CANSIM tables generated for that survey, or would like to explore surveys related to your topic. Click on the "Data" tab.

Search CANSIM@CHASS: when you want to do a keyword search, or try some more sophisticated search techniques.

Click on a subject in the subject browse: when you want help refining your subject. Click on a broad subjects, then click on a subtopic in the search filters. When finished, click on the "Data" tab.
Finding Data Tables via Statistics Canada's Data Search

- Click on "Data" from any Stat Can webpage.
- Search a keyword and/or select a subject.
- Select a level of geography (if applicable).
- Click on the "Tables" tab.
Finding Data Tables of Specific Stat Can Surveys

Click on a survey or search for a specific survey!
Click on « Subjects" and pick a main topic.
Consider selecting a sub-topic.

Try entering the desired level of geography as a keyword.
Click on the "Data" tab.
Finding Data Tables via CANSIM@CHASS

Learn more about CANSIM@CHASS by trying the exercise in this PDF (start on page 9) from Daniel Beaulieu, data librarian colleague.